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An ambitious goal in evolutionary robotics (ER) is to evolve increasingly complex robotic 
behaviors with minimal human design effort. Reaching this goal requires evolutionary 
algorithms that can unlock from genetic encodings their latent potential for evolvabil-
ity. One issue clouding this goal is conceptual confusion about evolvability that often 
obscures important or desirable aspects of evolvability. The danger from such con-
fusion is that it may establish unrealistic goals for evolvability that prove unproductive 
in practice. An important issue separate from conceptual confusion is the common 
misalignment between selection and evolvability in ER. While more expressive encod-
ings can represent higher-level adaptations (e.g. sexual reproduction or developmental 
systems) that increase long-term evolutionary potential (i.e. evolvability), realizing such 
potential requires gradients of fitness and evolvability to align. In other words, selection 
is often a critical factor limiting increasing evolvability. Thus, drawing from a series of 
recent papers, this article seeks to both (1) clarify and focus the ways in which the term 
evolvability is used within artificial evolution and (2) argue for the importance of one type 
of selection, i.e. divergent selection, for enabling evolvability. The main argument is that 
there is a fundamental connection between divergent selection and evolvability (on both 
the individual and population level) that does not hold for typical goal-oriented selection. 
The conclusion is that selection pressure plays a critical role in realizing the potential for 
evolvability and that divergent selection in particular provides a principled mechanism for 
encouraging evolvability in artificial evolution.

Keywords: evolutionary robotics, evolvability, divergent selection, encodings, evolution of complexity

1. iNtrODUctiON

Natural evolution is an unguided process that has produced organisms with functionalities far 
exceeding the products of current human engineering. Although biological evolution is well studied, 
the abstract mechanisms through which cascades of increasingly complex functionalities evolve 
are not deeply understood. Supporting this claim, artificial evolutionary processes so far cannot 
reproduce biological levels of behavioral complexity.

This problem is well known within the evolutionary robotics (ER) community, given its aim 
to create complex robotic behaviors through algorithmic evolution. Note that while this paper 
focuses on ER, the insights likely generalize to many applications of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) 
beyond the black box setting (Doncieux and Mouret, 2014); for this reason, the term EA assumes 
domains in which observable behavior results from an evaluation. While ER’s aims are ambitious, 
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in practice evolved behaviors have remained simple relative to 
biological organisms, and ER does not compete commercially 
with mainstream robotics approaches. Thus, it is natural to seek 
the cause of the qualitative gulf between natural organisms and 
ER’s current products. One hypothesis is that evolvability, i.e. 
the speed of evolutionary innovation, stagnates in ER systems, 
whereas in biological evolution, second-order mechanisms (e.g. 
sexual reproduction or developmental systems) often evolve that 
accelerate innovation.

Accordingly, this paper argues that an important limiting fac-
tor in ER is bounded evolvability, which manifests on different 
structural levels. First, there are limits to the evolvability possible 
to attain within particular ER models, because the search space 
does not contain certain possibilities. For example, most encod-
ings do not enable an organism to influence how its offspring 
are generated, even if such influence could increase evolvability. 
Second, there are limits in practice to what levels of evolvability 
will be attained, given how the chosen environment, form of 
selection pressure, and encoding interact. In particular, because 
the gradients of task performance and evolvability often fail to 
align conveniently, selection may prune hereditary pathways that 
lead to increased evolvability. This paper focuses on this latter 
factor, because while there exist many interesting proposals for 
more expressive encodings (Spector and Robinson, 2002; Risi 
et  al., 2010; Lehman and Stanley, 2011b), in practice realizing 
their potential for evolvability remains difficult (Edmonds, 2001; 
Spector and Robinson, 2002; Clune et  al., 2008). The position 
taken here is that this challenge largely results from applying 
selection pressure uncorrelated with evolvability.

A further issue is that the term evolvability is defined across ER 
studies in disjoint and conflicting ways, which conflates distinct 
concepts. The result is confusion over what challenges evolvabil-
ity poses for ER and even over what outcomes are most desirable 
or possible. One particular source of confusion addressed here 
concerns the level of organization (e.g. the level of the individual 
or the population) in which it is most important to consider and 
encourage evolvability.

To address such confusion, this paper aggregates from an 
ongoing research agenda (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b; Wilder 
and Stanley, 2015) one coherent vision of evolvability. Rather than 
focus on an individual’s hereditary potential to achieve particular 
goals, the idea is to encourage the population’s hereditary poten-
tial for creative divergence. The argument is that this conception 
of evolvability is more realistic and productive than alternative 
visions, and that it aligns well with researchers’ expectations of 
ER and intuitions about natural evolution’s creativity.

Viewing evolvability from this perspective of accelerating 
creativity has consequences for algorithm design. In particular, 
this paper argues that divergent selection, i.e. selection that 
encourages simultaneous exploration of diverse solutions, aligns 
systematically with this type of evolvability; in contrast, more 
traditional objective-based selection, i.e. selection for improving 
objective performance, has no such consistent alignment. Thus, 
to create more prolific ER algorithms may require increasing the 
potential for evolvability in encodings, focusing on population-
level evolvability instead of on individual-level evolvability, and 
guiding search through divergent selection.

2. evOLvABiLitY iN evOLUtiONArY 
rOBOtics

Because evolutionary computation (EC) as a whole struggles with 
evolvability (Wagner and Altenberg, 1996; Reisinger et al., 2005; 
Hu and Banzhaf, 2010), the subfield of ER naturally confronts the 
same issue (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b; Tarapore and Mouret, 
2015). A distracting complication when discussing or quantifying 
evolvability is the lack of consensus on evolvability’s definition 
across biology (Pigliucci, 2008), EC in general (Altenberg, 1994; 
Reisinger et al., 2005), or ER in particular (Lehman and Stanley, 
2011b; Tarapore and Mouret, 2015).

Overall, evolvability definitions largely can be divided into two 
main families. One focuses on the ability to respond to particular 
adaptive challenges (Reisinger et al., 2005; Pigliucci, 2008; Clune 
et  al., 2013), while the other focuses more generally on future 
creative potential, i.e. the variety of phenotypes reachable from 
an individual or population (Wagner and Altenberg, 1996; 
Dichtel-Danjoy and Félix, 2004; Lehman and Stanley, 2011b). 
Encompassing these narrower viewpoints, a larger-scale con-
ception of evolvability is the ability to create major phenotypic, 
behavioral, or morphological breakthroughs (Pigliucci, 2008), 
e.g. the de novo evolution of a developmental system. A unify-
ing point is that this kind of large-scale evolvability is evident 
in natural evolution and is what researchers ultimately aspire to 
recreate. The hope is that studying and learning how to encourage 
lower levels of evolvability may aid this latter pursuit.

Such plurality of definitions is not inherently problematic; 
evolvability as an overarching concept may simply take on dif-
ferent meanings when considered across different functional 
goals (e.g. whether privileging adaptation to a specific target or 
potential for founding new niches through creative divergence) 
or levels of organization (e.g. whether considered over individu-
als, populations, or species) (Pigliucci, 2008). Thus, rather than 
absolute truth, the choice of evolvability definition may instead 
reflect the aims of a particular research agenda. That is, if one 
hopes to create an ER algorithm that directly solves any ambitious 
problem through optimization, the most fitting characterization 
of evolvability may be one aligned with increasing the value of a 
static fitness function. Yet when adopting a particular definition 
and devising a measure of it for ER, it is important that the result-
ing measure still respects what is ultimately realistic or possible. 
The measure can then identify limitations in current algorithms 
and highlight possible improvements, in service of a particular 
research agenda.

However, some overarching aims of ER may be more realistic 
than others. For example, while the optimization-based abstrac-
tion of evolution has long dominated ER (Lehman and Stanley, 
2010), growing evidence suggests that such an approach is 
misaligned with how ambitious objectives are actually achieved 
(Doncieux and Mouret, 2014; Stanley and Lehman, 2015) and 
does not scale in practice (Lehman and Stanley, 2011c; Lehman 
et  al., 2013; Nguyen et  al., 2015). Thus, viewing evolvability 
through the lens of optimization (i.e. evolvability as the potential 
for solving particular adaptive challenges) may draw focus to 
desirable but ultimately unrealistic goals, like the design of an 
algorithm that can successfully optimize toward any arbitrarily 
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complex robotic behavior. So while defining evolvability this way 
is valid, it may not fruitfully steer ER research.

In contrast, this paper instead frames evolvability by consider-
ing ER’s most ambitious creative goals (i.e. evolvability as future 
creative potential) where creativity is defined here as the ability to 
create novel functionally complex artifacts. The argument is that 
framing evolvability this way draws focus to more realistic goals, 
because it better reflects how complex behaviors evolve in practice. 
That is, evolution does not craft highly complex functionalities 
because such behaviors are an explicit engineering objective, but 
instead cobbles them together through opportunistic tinkering 
(Jacob, 1977). Indeed, according to one mainstream biological 
opinion, complexity in biological evolution results from explora-
tory diffusion through the space of complexity rather than from 
any pervasive selective advantage that such complexity provides 
(Miconi, 2008; McShea and Brandon, 2010; Gould, 2011; Stanley 
and Lehman, 2015). In this view, complex behavior emerges as 
evolution creatively expands through a growing space of ecologi-
cal niches (Kauffman, 2000; Schluter, 2000; Kelly, 2010), driven 
by opportunistic exaptation (Gould and Vrba, 1982) or ecological 
pressures toward diversity such as competitive exclusion (Hardin, 
1960). Empirically, this understanding is supported by studies 
showing that complex functionalities fail to evolve without the 
scaffolding of functionally simpler niches (Lenski et  al., 2003; 
Arthur and Polak, 2004), that bacteria colonies tend naturally to 
generate and maintain vast phenotypic diversity (Saint-Ruf et al., 
2014), and that biodiversity begets further biodiversity (Jousset 
et al., 2016). Furthermore, viewing evolution as an open-ended 
creative process aligns with a similar understanding of cultural 
processes such as technological growth (Arthur, 2009; Kelly, 
2010; Stanley and Lehman, 2015). Thus, if evolution’s productiv-
ity largely derives from its capacity to diverge creatively, then 
accelerating such capacity is a logical aim for ER. This paper 
accordingly argues for measuring and encouraging evolvability 
as the potential for creative divergence, while acknowledging that 
other views may better fit alternative research agendas.

One representative such measure of divergent potential is to 
quantify the phenotypic variability of an individual (Dichtel-
Danjoy and Félix, 2004; Pigliucci, 2008), i.e. the phenotypic diver-
sity accessible within an individual’s mutational neighborhood. 
This measure is used in practice (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b) and 
captures an important facet of an individual’s potential for crea-
tive divergence. However, as explored in the next section, such 
individual-level focus neglects the greater possibilities enabled by 
considering the population as a whole (Wilder and Stanley, 2015).

3. evOLvABiLitY OF POPULAtiONs AND 
iNDiviDUALs

When evolvability is measured and encouraged in ER, most 
often it is considered a property of an individual (Clune et  al., 
2013; Lehman and Stanley, 2013; Velez and Clune, 2014), often 
aggregated across the population by taking the mean or maxi-
mum value. However, simple aggregations obscure important 
properties unique to the population level, such as to what extent 
the population contains a complementary diversity of evolvable 
individuals. An alternative approach is to consider evolvability 

explicitly as a property of a population (Wilder and Stanley, 2015). 
For example, one such measure is the diversity of phenotypes 
accessible within the mutational neighborhood of all individuals 
in the population.

Both conceptions are logically consistent, but they imply 
different goals for ER. That is, benchmarking methods by their 
production of individual-level evolvability sets the implicit goal 
of producing maximally evolvable individuals. Even if individual 
evolvability is aggregated over the population by considering 
mean or maximum evolvability, both common aggregations can 
be maximized by a population converged to a single maximally 
evolvable individual. In contrast, benchmarking on population-
level evolvability stresses the need for maximally evolvable 
populations, which may result from a diversity of individuals with 
complementary and specialized evolutionary potentials.

The fundamental problem with guiding ER by individual-level 
evolvability stems from the logical conclusion of its maximiza-
tion. For evolvability measures focused on adapting to new goals, 
maximization requires an individual that can very quickly evolve 
to achieve any possible goal. For evolvability measures focused on 
creative potential, maximization requires an individual who can 
quickly lead to any possible phenotype. While such outcomes are 
certainly desirable, neither of these extreme visions are realistic 
nor do they reflect intuitions about terrestrial evolvability.

To highlight the benefits of population-level evolvability for 
ER, consider two controllers for a biped robot, one that locomotes 
with a one-legged hop and the other that uses both legs to achieve 
a smooth walking gait. To achieve their distinct gaits, both con-
trollers contain specialized knowledge and thus are only locally 
evolvable, e.g. mutating the hopping controller yields many 
hopping gait variations, while mutating the walking controller 
likewise generates many variations of walking. Through the lens 
of individual-level evolvability, if both controllers had equivalent 
quantities of evolvability, there is no preference to preserve both 
in a population. In contrast, population-level evolvability recog-
nizes the greater span of evolutionary potential when the hopper 
and the walker are both viable leaping-off points (see Figure 1).

In this way, population-level evolvability may be a more 
principled guiding light for ER than individual-level evolvability. 
As a result, increased focus on population-level evolvability may 
have implications for improving the design and creativity of ER 
algorithms and may illuminate promising research trajectories. 
In this spirit, the next section argues that divergent selection is 
an important algorithmic feature for cultivating such population-
level evolvability.

4. DiverGeNt seLectiON 
AND evOLvABiLitY

One necessary condition for the evolution of evolvability is that 
selection must encourage (or at minimum, not oppose) trajecto-
ries through the search space leading to evolvable genotypes. Even 
if highly evolvable individuals exist within the search space, they 
are unlikely to be discovered if selection and evolvability are com-
pletely decorrelated. Just as degeneracy is over-represented rela-
tive to functionality within complex search spaces (i.e. a mutation 
more often causes catastrophe than novel functionality), there is 
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no reason to expect an arbitrary genome to be highly evolvable. 
Thus it is important to explore the relationship between different 
forms of selection pressure and evolvability. Note that a similar 
argument related to the evolution of complexity is provided by 
Miconi (2008).

The dominant form of selection pressure in ER is objective-
based fitness: a heuristic measure of progress to some fixed objec-
tive. Search driven to optimize such a measure often converges, 
because as the population’s fitness rises the set of admissible 
improvements shrinks. This objective-based perspective derives 
from abstracting natural evolution as an optimization process 
(Lehman and Stanley, 2011a), i.e. from considering optimiza-
tion as the key ingredient that enables impressive evolutionary 
products.

One might intuitively assume that evolvability will naturally 
increase with objective-based selection, because increased evolv-
ability will hitchhike as a byproduct of selecting the adaptations 
such evolvability enables. That is, an evolvable individual will be 
more likely than an unevolvable one to produce useful adaptions 
(i.e. increases in fitness); therefore, evolvability will consistently be 
favored as a result of selecting high-fitness individuals. However, 
this intuition does not hold up to closer scrutiny or empirical 
studies (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b).

First, there is no necessary logical connection between nar-
rowly increasing fitness and long-term potential. For example, 
in ER there may be many genomes with varying evolvability that 
express the same high-fitness behavior (e.g. a low-evolvability 
memorized list of motor commands vs. a higher evolvability 
generic wall following policy); yet short-term fitness optimiza-
tion cannot distinguish between them. For more evolvable line-
ages to reliably distinguish themselves requires competition 
between sufficiently different lineages with differing potentials. 
Yet maintaining such diversity is in direct tension with objective-
based selection’s tendency to converge. As a result, in most EAs 
an adaptation quickly propagates throughout the population,  

regardless if other reachable adaptations hold greater future 
potential.

A second more fundamental problem results from deception, 
i.e. the tendency in objective-based search for short-term fitness 
increases to themselves anticorrelate with long-term potential; 
such deception seems to increase in frequency and severity 
as problems scale in complexity (Zaera et  al., 1996; Ficici and 
Pollack, 1998; Lehman and Stanley, 2011c; Stanley and Lehman, 
2015). When objective-based fitness is itself a broken compass, 
then even if lineage-level selection could lead to evolutionary 
acceleration, the end effect would only be faster discovery of an 
ultimately unsatisfactory local optimum.

An alternative to objective-driven search is to explicitly 
abstract evolution as a creative process, reflecting that a key char-
acteristic of biological evolution is its divergent accumulation of 
novelty. Practical examples of such selection in EAs are given by 
novelty search (Lehman and Stanley, 2011a), behavioral diversity 
(Mouret and Doncieux, 2012), and MAP-Elites (Mouret and 
Clune, 2015). In such algorithms, novelty or divergence is directly 
selected for, serving as a proxy for important creative processes in 
biology that are overlooked when evolution is treated only as an 
optimizer, e.g. negative frequency-dependent selection (Endler 
and Greenwood, 1988) and adaptive radiation (Schluter, 2000).

In contrast to objective-driven search, a consistent relation-
ship often holds between divergent selection and evolvability 
(Lehman and Stanley, 2011b, 2013; Lehman and Miikkulainen, 
2015; Wilder and Stanley, 2015; Mengistu et  al., 2016). 
Importantly, unlike with static measures of progress, measures of 
divergence are relative to the current and past states of the search 
process. As a result, seeking divergence is self-defeating in a way 
that pursuing a fixed goal is not (see Figure 2). When objective-
driven search is stuck within a local optimum, a high-fitness 
individual retains such fitness indefinitely; selection in such cases 
is antagonistic to evolvability, because phenotypic deviations are 
overwhelmingly unlikely to be adaptive. However, with divergent 
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selection, a lineage must continually innovate to remain novel. 
Thus there is consistent pressure to diverge, meaning mecha-
nisms that enhance the ability to diverge can hitchhike along 
with the divergences they enable. Furthermore, because divergent 
algorithms like novelty search and MAP-Elites are designed to 
simultaneously maintain many distinct lineages (Lehman et al., 
2012; Gomes et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015), evolvable lineages 
can therefore distinguish themselves by consistently producing 
novelty. In this way, divergent selection systematically aligns with 
evolvability. Note that the choice of how to measure divergence 
will significantly impact the evolvability generated by a divergent 
EA, similarly to how such choice significantly impacts algorith-
mic performance (Mouret and Doncieux, 2012; Doncieux and 
Mouret, 2013); how to best align behavioral distance metrics with 
evolvability without relying on human domain expertise remains 
an open research question.

Importantly, this argument gracefully extends to the popula-
tion level. Because divergence is the primary selection criteria, 
individuals are directly incentivized to diversify and spread over 
the space of possible phenotypes. The product is thus a diverse 
set of leaping-off points that enable a significant base level of 
population-level evolvability. At the same time, by the argument 
above, lineages are indirectly rewarded to consistently produce 
diversity, which encourages individual evolvability that is fit 
to an individual’s local phenotypic neighborhood. In this way, 
divergent selection encourages a population of individuals with 
complementary evolvabilities, resulting in a much wider range of 
reachable phenotypes than that would result from considering 
any single individual.

Beyond theoretical arguments, empirical studies have 
demonstrated that divergent search often results in higher evolv-
ability than objective-based search (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b, 
2013; Lehman and Miikkulainen, 2015; Wilder and Stanley, 
2015; Mengistu et al., 2016). Other studies have highlighted that 

objective-based search often cannot fully exploit features that 
enable greater potential for evolvability, e.g. allowing individuals 
to control aspects of mutation (Clune et al., 2008; Lehman and 
Stanley, 2011b) or of reproduction (Spector and Robinson, 2002). 
One important caveat for interpreting these results is that nearly 
all such studies focus on individual-level evolvability (Wilder 
and Stanley, 2015), meaning that further studies focusing on 
population-level evolvability are needed to validate the theory. 
But, taken as a whole, evidence is accumulating that divergent 
selection is a critical ingredient for encouraging evolvability in 
ER.

5. cONcLUsiON

This paper addressed two connected aspects of ER: (1) what 
is a coherent vision that realistically relates evolvability to the 
goals of ER, and (2) what algorithmic considerations align 
with achieving that vision. The idea is that it is both realistic 
and desirable to create divergent EAs that indirectly optimize 
population-level evolvability, formalized as the potential for 
a population to realize phenotypic variety. Such an approach 
agrees with intuitions about and understanding of natural 
evolution, and respects limitations about what ultimately is 
algorithmically possible.

While divergent search methods seem more aligned with evolv-
ability than convergent search, a vast gulf still remains between 
the dynamics of such algorithms and those of natural evolution. 
One hope is that an explicit focus on population-level evolvability 
may lead to algorithmic improvements that enhance evolvability. 
However, a more fundamental problem is that existing measures 
of divergence in EAs are relatively simplistic and do not enable the 
seemingly endless and interesting innovation observed in natural 
evolution. Interesting proposals for more sophisticated divergent 
selection pressure are beginning to emerge (Liapis et  al., 2013; 
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Nguyen et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2015), and are an important direc-
tion for future research.
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